Dog Learning Lab Kit - CONTENTS

Anatomy
3 posters - Answer key is on the back of each poster.
- Parts of a Dog (violet)
- Skeleton of the Dog (blue)
- Anatomy of the Foot – Bones of the Foot, Pads and Phalanges (blue)
3 sets of polystyrene identification tags (96)
- Parts of a Dog (48)
- Skeleton of the Dog (32)
- Anatomy of the Foot – Bones of the Foot (9),
- Anatomy of the Foot – Pads and Phalanges (7)
3 situation/task cards
- Match the correct part names with their locations on the diagram. (violet)
- Label the correct skeletal names with their locations on the diagram. (blue)
- Match the correct name (anatomy of the foot) with its location on the diagrams. (blue)

Canine Awareness, Care, Handling, Health, and Management
1 two-sided poster - Answer key is on the back of poster.
- Dog Behavioral Postures (red)
4 charts
- Common Internal Parasites (lemon)
- Common External Parasites (lemon),
- Blood Supply in the Nails of a Dog (red)
- Your Dog’s Health Record (dark pink)
7 sets of diagram cards
Improvising a Muzzle (5) (green), Bathing a Dog (14) (pink), Nail Trimming (5) (orange),
Lifting a Large Dog (5) (yellow), Lifting a Small Dog (4) (yellow), Common Internal Parasites (5) (lemon),
Common External Parasites (4) (lemon)
6 activity cards
Bathing a Dog - Procedures and Techniques (pink), Nail Trimming - Procedures and Techniques (orange)
Completing the Vaccination Record (pink), Rabies Vaccination Certificate (green)
Certificate of Vaccination (yellow), Dog License Certificate (blue)
12 sets of polystyrene identification and description tags (73)
Dog Behavioral Postures - Names (8), Dog Behavioral Postures - Descriptions (8),
Common Internal Parasites - Names (5), Common Internal Parasites - Descriptions (5),
Common External Parasites - Names (4), Common External Parasites - Descriptions (4),
Improvising a Muzzle - Steps (5), Bathing a Dog - Steps (14), Nail Trimming - Steps (5),
Blood Supply in the Nails of a Dog - Description (6), Lifting a Large Dog - Steps (5),
Lifting a Small Dog - Steps (4)
1 task and answer key
- Your Dog’s Health Record (dark pink)
16 situation/task cards
- Match the correct dog behavioral posture name and description to the correct diagram. (red)
- Match the correct name and description to the internal parasite diagram. (lemon)
- Match the correct name and description to the external parasite diagram. (lemon)
- Arrange the (improvising a muzzle) diagram cards and steps in the proper sequence. (green)
- Properly apply the muzzle on Fluppy using the technique you have learned. (green)
- Arrange the bathing diagram cards and identification tags in the proper sequence. (pink)
- Match the nail trimming diagram cards to the steps in the proper sequence. (orange)
- Using a piece of tubing and a pipe cleaner, demonstrate the proper way to trim the nails. (orange)
- Match blood supply descriptions to the correct diagrams. (red)
- Arrange the (lifting a small/large dog) diagram cards in the correct sequence and match the proper handling descriptions
  to each diagram card. (yellow)
- Using Fluppy, demonstrate the proper way to pick up a small/large dog. (yellow)
- Using a completed Rabies Vaccination Certificate, copy the information to the blank certificate. (green)
- Using your Dog’s Health Record and the Rabies Vaccination Certificate, complete the Certificate of Vaccination. (yellow)
- Complete the requested information on the Dog License Certificate for your dog. (blue)
- Using a dry erase marker, complete the health record for your dog or a friend’s dog. (dark pink)
- Complete YOUR DOG’S HEALTH RECORD using the information given. (dark pink, 8.5” x 11”)
Dog Learning Lab Kit - CONTENTS (continued)

BREEDS
55 color prints - Breed name and traits is on the back of each print.
   SPORTING GROUP - Brittany, Cocker Spaniel, English Springer Spaniel, German Shorthaired Pointer,
      Golden Retriever, Irish Setter, Labrador Retriever, Weimaraner
   HOUND GROUP - Basset Hound, Beagle, Bloodhound, Dachshund, Greyhound, Norwegian Elkhound,
      Rhodesian Ridgeback, Whippet
   WORKING GROUP - Akita, Boxer, Doberman Pinscher, Great Dane, Rottweiler, Saint Bernard, Siberian Husky
   TERRIER GROUP - Airedale Terrier, Cairn Terrier, Wire Fox Terrier, Miniature Schnauzer, Scottish Terrier,
      Soft-Coated Wheaten Terrier, West Highland White Terrier
   TOY GROUP - Chihuahua, Maltese, Miniature Pinscher, Pekingese, Pomeranian, Pug, Shih Tzu, Yorkshire Terrier
   NON-SPORTING GROUP - American Eskimo Dog, Bichon Frise, Bulldog, Boston Terrier, Chow Chow,
      Chinese Shar-Pei, Dalmatian, Lhasa Apso, Poodle (Miniature and Standard)
   HERDING GROUP - Australian Shepherd, Border Collie, Bouvier des Flanders, Collie, German Shepherd Dog,
      Old English Sheepdog, Shetland Sheepdog, Pembroke Welsh Corgi
2 sets of polystyrene identification and description tags (110)
   - Breeds of Dogs – Names (55)
   - Dog Breed – Traits (55)
2 situation/task cards
   - Match the breed names to the color prints. (purple)
   - Match the breed name to its specific traits. (purple)

CONFORMATION
4 posters - Answer key is on the back of each poster.
   Conformation – Bites, Ears, and Eyes (blue), Conformation - Feet, Pasterns, and Stifles (blue),
   Conformation – Front and Rear Legs (violet), Conformation - Tails (green)
1 chart – Answer key is on the back of the chart.
   - Conformation – Backlines (green)
5 sets of polystyrene diagram identification tags (50)
   Conformation – Bites, (4), Conformation – Ears, (6), Conformation – Eyes, (4), Conformation – Feet, (4)
   Conformation – Pasterns, (4), Conformation – Stifles, (2), Conformation – Front Legs and Rear Legs (8),
   Conformation – Tails (14), Conformation – Backlines (4)
5 situation/task cards (4.25 x 5.5)
   - Match the label to the correct (bites, ears, and eyes) conformation diagram. (blue)
   - Match the label to the correct (feet, pastern, and stifles) conformation diagram. (blue)
   - Match the label to the correct (front and rear leg structure) conformation diagram. (violet)
   - Match the correct name to each tail conformation diagram. (green)
   - Match the label to the correct (backline) conformation diagram. (green)

EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTS, AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT
1 set of 32 diagram cards
   - Dog Care and Grooming Equipment (pink)
1 poster - Correct diagram is on the back of poster.
   - Canine Safety and Sanitation Issues (pink)
2 situation/task card cards
   - Match the equipment identification tags and description to the correct diagram. (pink)
   - Circle the safety and sanitation issues on the poster that could cause potential problems. (dark pink)
1 task and answer key
   - Canine Safety and Sanitation – Responsible Dog Ownership (pink)
2 sets of polystyrene identification and description tags (64)
   - Dog Care and Grooming Equipment – Names (32)
   - Dog Care and Grooming Equipment – Descriptions (32)

MISCELLANEOUS
243 - velcro dot sets (includes extras)  2 - 12” x 6mm, red pipe cleaners
27 - zipper pouches  1 - guillotine-style nail trimmers
27 - zipper pouch identification labels  1 - plush dog
2 - 1’ lengths of 3/16” clear, vinyl air tubing  1 - Assembly Instructions

RESOURCES
1 - Educator’s Resource Materials Set (blue)